The Sikorsky S-76C/D is an American medium-size commercial or military utility helicopter. The S-76 is in civil service around the world with airlines, corporations, hospitals, and government operators. The S-76 airframe is mounted onto a steel base for motion base ("gimbal") applications.

Mockup Specs:

**Seating:** 2 pilots, and 4 passenger seats with optional for 6. Cockpit windows and doors are wild. This S-76 can be refitted with a corporate interior. Contact us about the change out.

**Paint Scheme:**
- **Ext:** Current base color is matte white. Optional to paint to production color scheme.
- **Int:** Cockpit is black with gray seats. Passenger cabin is in current Rescue model.

**Instrument Panel:** The panel is built with seven flat digital screens for playback.

Mockup Dimensions

**Total Dimensions:**
- L: 26.5 feet
- W: 8.5 feet
- H: 10.5 feet
- Weight: 4,500 lbs

Tail Boom and Main and Tail Rotor assembly are not available for this mockup.

More images available upon request.
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Scroggins Aviation Mockup & Effects – S-76 Helicopter Mockup Cockpit Cabin.

Scroggins Aviation Mockup & Effects – S-76 Helicopter Mockup with Rescue model interior.
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Scroggins Aviation Mockup & Effects – S-76 Helicopter Mockup with Rescue model interior.

Scroggins Aviation Mockup & Effects – S-76 Helicopter Mockup with Rescue model interior.
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Scoggins Aviation Mockup & Effects – S-76 Helicopter Mockup with Rescue Hoist.

Scoggins Aviation Mockup & Effects – S-76 Helicopter Mockup with Model Interior.
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